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KEY:

Occupant satisfaction;   
Clean, clear drinking water

Maintain peak efficiency;  
Reduce scale and grit;  
Reduce bio scale

Reduce greenhouse gas emissions; 
Environmental stewardship

Reduce maintenance;  
Reduce breakdowns; 
Reduce downtime

Reduce biohazard risks;  
 Reduce liability/publicity risks
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Protect your building. Your tenants. Your systems.

Look at all the ways your building is impacted by the quality of your water supply

Reduce costs
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Prevents contaminated water from entering your building

PRV Stations and 
HVAC Fill and Make-up 
Water Systems

The Power of POE Filtration

Municipal water distribution 
systems are aging. In fact, by the 
time it makes it to your building, 
water can be contaminated with 
dirt, rust, lead, biofilm, bacteria, 
viruses, parasites and oxidized 

metals like iron.
 

Put a firewall between your 
water supply and your valuable 

building with Triple Clear’s Firewall 
Filtration System. This state-of-the-

art solution prevents potentially 
damaging contaminants from 

entering your building, where they 
can clog your mechanical system, 
dilute equipment efficiency, and 
worst of all, make people sick. 

Introducing 

Firewall  
FiltrationTM

Firewall Filtration
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